Web Collaboration
Collaborate without the wasted
time and expense of travel.

Have you ever spent hours on the phone trying to communicate something that would
have taken minutes if you could have been there in person? Does your company coordinate work efforts across multiple locations? How many customers are located more that a
few minutes away? How many more customers could you attract if you could instantly “be
in the same room” with them? A web collaboration solution from Alternate Access offers
you the next best thing to being there. And it’s a lot more affordable and effective than
investing in a traditional video-conferencing facility. Here’s why—

Demos and Presentations Remotely

√

Reduce or eliminate travel time and
expenses

√

View and hear presentations within
seconds of connecting to a presentation or demo

√

Use existing internet connection, web
browser and telephone or two-way
audio enabled computer to become an
active participant.

Collaborate by passing control
√

All types of files can be concurrently
viewed by all participants—no matter
where they originate from

√

Pass control to another presenter so
they can open and edit documents

√

√

Be in the room or hold a live demonstration using a computer attached
video camera
Drag and drop files to meeting participants real-time

Securely Share Computers
√ Securely grant control of personal com-

Capture the meeting
√ Never miss another meeting or training
session. Web collaboration has the ability to preserve the entire session for replay or distribution. A great feature for
training.

Markup and Whiteboard Capabilities
√ Mark up, highlight or annotate any document

√

Blank whiteboard feature is accessible
when its time to “start from scratch”

√

Take “snap-shots” of the whiteboard for
future reference and distribution

Browse Together
√ Pull up a website during a call, that way
everyone will be “on the same page”

√

Teach people how to use a program that
web accessible

√

Review / critique websites

Stay Informed Before, During and After
√ Email invitations with a link to the presentation that automatically adds an appointment to Outlook Calendars

puters to anyone.

√

Easily provide hands-on demos of products without lengthy downloads

√

Allow others to during trouble-shooting
and fixes on computers. A great time
saver for installing and configuring software at remote locations

√

Quizzing, polling and dynamic tallying
options that are great for training sessions

√

Reporting capabilities are perfect for verifying training or sales activity
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